remove unreacted DSP, then lysed in RIPA buffer (10) before immunoprecipitation.

38. Immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting of Flag and HA epitope–tagged βARs, HA epitope–tagged AT1A receptors, Flag epitope–tagged β-arrestins, and c-Src were performed with commercially available antisera as described (9, 37). Immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting of His6-tagged β-arrestin 1 were performed with a rabbit polyclonal antisera raised against a GST–β-arrestin 1 COOH-terminus fusion protein (32). Immune complexes on nitrocellulose were visualized by enzyme-linked chemiluminescence and quantitated by scanning laser densitometry. The stoichiometry of β-arrestin 1 to c-Src in receptor immunoprecipitates was determined by normalizing immunoblot intensities to the signal obtained from known amounts of purified recombinant His6-tagged β-arrestin 1 and c-Src resolved along with the receptor immunoprecipitates.

39. Flag epitope–tagged truncation or deletion mutants of β-arrestin 1 were prepared by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), incorporating an Eco RI site, minimal Kozak sequence (ACC), and initiator methionine codon into the 5′ primer, and the Flag epitope sequence, stop codon, and an Xho I site into the 3′ primer. PCR products were sub cloning into a peptide minibase expression cassette as described (33). DNA sequences were confirmed by dideoxynucleotide sequencing.

40. Recombinant Histagged β-arrestin 1 and recombinant human c-Src or c-Src SH2 or SH3 domain GST fusion proteins were combined for 20 min at room temperature in 20 μl of 10 mM Pipes (pH 7.0) before samples were diluted with 0.5 ml RIPA buffer, and Histagged β-arrestin 1 was immunoprecipitated using rabbit polyclonal anti-His6 immunoglobulin G (IgG). After resolution by SDS-PAGE, both the Histagged β-arrestin 1 and coprecipitated Src-GST fusion proteins were detected simultaneously by protein immunoblotting with rabbit polyclonal anti-GST–β-arrestin 1. Competition for binding between c-Src and GST–Src SH2 or GST–Src SH3 was performed with the GST-Src fusion protein in 20-fold excess.

41. 12CA5 epitope–tagged βARs (500 to 1000 fmol/mg whole-cell protein) expressed in HEK-293 cells in six-well plates were treated with or without isoproterenol for 30 min in serum-free medium at 37°C. Cell surface receptors were labeled with 12CA5 mAb, using fluorescein isothiocyanate–conjugated goat anti-body to mouse IgG as secondary antibody. Receptor sequestration was quantitated as loss of cell surface receptors, as measured by flow cytometry (34). Receptor expression was determined by saturation binding of [125I]labeled ligand.

42. Aliquots of whole-cell lysate from appropriately stimulated cells (30 μg of protein per lane) were resolved by SDS-PAGE, and Erk 1 and Erk2 phosphorylation was detected by protein immunoblotting with rabbit polyclonal phospho-MAP kinase–specific IgG. Quantitation of Erk 1 and Erk2 phosphorylation was performed with a Storm Phosphorimager. After quantitation of Erk 1 and Erk2 phosphorylation, nitrocellulose membranes were stripped of Ig and re-probed with rabbit polyclonal anti-Erk 2 IgG to confirm equal loading of Erk protein.

43. R.J.L. and M.G.C. are investigators with the Howard Hughes Medical Institute. Supported in part by NIH grants DK02352 and DK55524 (L.M.L.), HL60307 (R.J.L.), NS19576 (M.G.C.), and Heart and Stroke Foundation of Ontario Grant NA3349 (S.S.G.F.). C.J.D.R. is supported by NIH Medical Scientist Training Program Grant T32GM-07171. We thank M. J. Eck for purified recombinant c-Src and D. Addison and M. Holben for excellent secretarial assistance.
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**Research Article**

"**Dip-Pen**" Nanolithography

Richard D. Piner, Jin Zhu, Feng Xu, Seunghun Hong, Chad A. Mirkin*

A direct-write "dip-pen" nanolithography (DPN) has been developed to deliver collections of molecules in a positive printing mode. An atomic force microscope (AFM) tip is used to write alkanethiols with 30-nanometer linewidth resolution on a gold thin film in a manner analogous to that of a dip pen. Molecules are delivered from the AFM tip to a solid substrate of interest via capillary transport, making DPN a potentially useful tool for creating and functionalizing nanoscale devices.

Lithographic methods are at the heart of modern-day microfabrication, nanotechology, and molecular electronics. These methods often rely on patterning of a resistive film, followed by a chemical etch of the substrate. Dip-pen technology, in which ink on a sharp object is transported to a paper substrate via capillary forces, is approximately 4000 years old (1) and has been used extensively throughout history to transport molecules on macroscale dimensions. Here we report experiments that merge these two related but, with regard to scale and transport mechanism, disparate concepts to develop a new type of dip-pen nanolithography (DPN). DPN uses an atomic force microscope (AFM) tip as a "nib," a solid-state substrate (in this case, Au) as "paper," and molecules with a chemical affinity for the solid-state substrate as "ink." Capillary transport of molecules from the AFM tip to the solid substrate is used in DPN to directly "write" patterns consisting of a relatively small collection of molecules in submicrometer dimensions.

DPN is not the only lithographic method that allows one to directly transport molecules to substrates of interest in a positive printing mode. For example, microcontact printing, which uses an elastomer stamp, can deposit patterns of thiol-functionalized molecules directly onto Au substrates (2–6). This method is a parallel technique, allowing one to deposit an entire pattern or series of patterns on a substrate of interest in one step (2–19), which is an advantage over a serial technique such as DPN unless one is trying to selectively place different types of molecules at specific sites within a particular type of nanostructure. In this regard, DPN complements microcontact printing and many other existing methods of micro- and nanofabrication (2–19). Finally, there are a variety of negative printing techniques that rely on scanning probe instruments, electron beams, or molecular beams to pattern substrates, using self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) and other organic materials as resist layers (7–19), that is, to remove material for subsequent processing or adorption steps. However, DPN can deliver relatively small amounts of a molecular substance to a substrate in a nanolithographic fashion that does not rely on a resist, a stamp, complicated processing methods, or sophisti-
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**Reports**

**Fig. 1.** Schematic representation of DPN. A water meniscus forms between the AFM tip coated with ODT and the Au substrate. The size of the meniscus, which is controlled by relative humidity, affects the ODT transport rate, the effective tip-substrate contact area, and DPN resolution.
Fig. 2. (A) Lateral force image of a square of ODT measuring 1 μm by 1 μm, deposited onto a Au substrate by DPN. This pattern was generated by scanning the 1-μm² area at a scan rate of 1 Hz for a period of 10 min at a relative humidity of 39%. Then the scan size was increased to 3 μm, and the scan rate was increased to 4 Hz while the image was recorded. The faster scan rate prevents ODT transport. (B) Lattice-resolved, lateral force image of an ODT SAM deposited onto Au(111)/mica by DPN. The image has been filtered with a fast Fourier transform (FFT), and the FFT of the raw data is shown in the lower right insert. The scanning was generated by scanning the tip in a vertical line repeatedly for 5 min at a scan rate of 1 Hz. (C) Lateral force image of a 100-nm line deposited on Au by DPN. The method of depositing this line is analogous to that used to generate the image in (C), but the writing time was 1.5 min. In all images, darker regions correspond to areas of relatively lower friction.

Fig. 3. (A) Lateral force image of an Au substrate after an AFM tip, which was coated with ODT, had been in contact with the substrate for 2, 4, and 16 min (left to right); the relative humidity was held constant at 45%, and the image was recorded at a scan rate of 4 Hz. (B) Lateral force image of dots of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid on a Au substrate. To generate the dots, an AFM tip coated with 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid was held on the Au substrate for 10, 20, and 40 s (left to right). The relative humidity was 35%. The images show that the transport properties of 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid and of ODT differ substantially. (C) Lateral force image of an array of dots generated by DPN. Each dot was generated by holding an ODT-coated tip in contact with the surface for ~20 s. Writing and recording conditions were the same as in (A). (D) Lateral force image of a molecule-based grid. Each line is 100 nm in width and 2 μm in length and required 1.5 min to write.
are transported from the tip to the substrate. Although the experiments performed on Au(111)/mica provide important information about the chemical identity of the transported species in these experiments, Au(111)/mica is a poor substrate for DPN. The deep valleys around the small Au(111) facets make it difficult to draw long (micrometer) contiguous lines with nanometer widths.

Although the nonannealed Au substrates are relatively rough (the root mean square roughness is 2 nm), we could deposit 30-nm lines with DPN; this distance is the average Au grain diameter of our thin film substrates and represents the resolution limit of DPN on this type of substrate (Fig. 2C). The 30-nm molecule-based line prepared on this type of substrate is discontinuous and follows the grain edges of the Au. Smoother and more contiguous lines can be drawn by increasing the line width to 100 nm (Fig. 2D) or presumably by using a smoother Au substrate. The width of the line depends on tip scan speed and the rate of transport of the alkanethiol from the tip to the substrate (relative humidity can change the transport rate). Faster scan speeds and a smaller number of traces give narrower lines.

We also used DPN to prepare molecular dot features to demonstrate the diffusion properties of the “ink” (Fig. 3, A and B). The ODT-coated tip was brought into contact (set point = 1 nN) with the Au substrate for a set period of time. For example, ODT dots 0.66 μm, 0.88 μm, and 1.6 μm in diameter were generated by holding the tip in contact with the surface for 2, 4, and 16 min, respectively (Fig. 3A, left to right). The uniform appearance of the dots probably reflects an even flow of ODT in all directions from the tip to the surface. Opposite contrast images were obtained by depositing dots of an alkanethiol derivative, 16-mercaptohexadecanoic acid, in an analogous fashion (Fig. 3B). This not only provides additional evidence that the molecules are being transported from the tip to the surface but also demonstrates the molecular generality of DPN. We could generate arrays and grids in addition to individual lines and dots. An array of 25 ODT dots 0.46 μm in diameter, spaced 0.54 μm apart (Fig. 3C), was generated by holding an ODT-coated tip in contact with the surface (1 nN) for 20 s at 45% relative humidity without lateral movement to form each dot. A grid consisting of eight intersecting lines 2 μm in length and 100 nm wide (Fig. 3D) was generated by sweeping the ODT-coated tip on a Au surface at a 4-μm/s scan speed with a 1-nN force for 1.5 min to form each line.

The resolution of DPN depends on several parameters, and its ultimate resolution is not yet clear. First, the grain size of the substrate affects DPN resolution much as the texture of paper controls the resolution of conventional writing. Second, chemisorption and self assembly can be used to limit the diffusion of the molecules after deposition. The ODT patterns are stable whereas water forms metastable patterns (23). Third, the tip-substrate contact time and thus the scan speed influence DPN resolution. Fourth, relative humidity seems to affect the resolution of the lithographic process by controlling the rate of ODT transport from the tip to the substrate. The size of the water meniscus that bridges the tip and substrate depends on relative humidity (23). For example, the 30-nm-wide line (Fig. 1C) required 5 min to generate in a 34% relative humidity environment, whereas the 100-nm line (Fig. 1D) required 1.5 min to generate in a 42% relative humidity environment.

DPN is a simple but powerful method for transporting molecules from AFM tips to substrates at resolutions comparable to those achieved with much more expensive and sophisticated competitive lithographic methods, such as electron-beam lithography. It should be especially useful for the detailed functionalization of nanoscale devices prepared by more conventional lithographic methods (30, 31).
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Visible Quantum Cutting in LiGdF₄:Eu³⁺ Through Downconversion
René T. Wegh, Harry Donker, Koenraad D. Oskam, Andries Meijerink*

For mercury-free fluorescent lamps and plasma display panels, alternative luminescent materials are required for the efficient conversion of vacuum ultraviolet radiation to visible light. Quantum cutting involving the emission of two visible photons for each vacuum ultraviolet photon absorbed is demonstrated in Eu³⁺-doped LiGdF₄ with the concept of downconversion. Upon excitation of Gd³⁺ with a high-energy photon, two visible photons can be emitted by Eu³⁺ through an efficient two-step energy transfer from Gd³⁺ to Eu³⁺, with a quantum efficiency that approaches 200 percent.

Luminescent materials with lanthanides are found in fluorescent tubes, color televisions, x-ray photography, lasers, infrared (IR) to visible light upconversion materials, and fiber amplifiers (1–3). Such applications rely on the luminescence properties of lanthanide ions (sharp lines and high efficiency). In fluorescent lamps, phosphors on the inside wall of the glass tube convert the ultraviolet (UV) radiation (mainly with a wavelength λ of 254